Longitudinal single-cell cytokine responses reveal recurrent autoimmune myelin reactivity in relapsing--remitting multiple sclerosis patients.
The relationship between multiple sclerosis (MS) disease activity and myelin protein-induced cytokine responses over time is not elucidated. We addressed this relationship by examining longitudinal cytokine responses to myelin proteins every three months for one year, in the context of gadolinium (gad)-enhancing brain lesions and of clinical relapses. The ELISPOT assay was used to determine the ex vivo cytokine production in response to nine amino acid long peptides spanning the entire proteolipid protein (PLP) and myelin basic protein (MBP) molecules in relapsing-remitting (RR) MS patients and matched healthy controls. We identified three longitudinal levels of myelin-induced cytokine secretion by adding up the positive responses for all PLP or MBP peptides obtained for five timepoints, at three-month intervals: low reactivity (< 200 cumulative cytokine-secreting cells), isolated peptide reactivity (201-450 cumulative cytokine-secreting cells) and recurrent protein-wide bursts of cytokine reactivity (> 451 cumulative cytokine-secreting cells). The majority of MS patients showed recurrent bursts to PLP and MBP. In contrast, controls showed a more even distribution between all levels of cytokine reactivity. The majority of patients with gad-enhancing lesions showed PLP/IFN gamma and MBP/IFN gamma recurrent burst responses. This is the first longitudinal study on MS patients in which nine amino acid long myelin peptides are used to reveal the broad range of PLP- and MBP-peptide cytokine reactivity across the whole molecule of these two major myelin proteins. This study also reveals the extremely dynamic nature of the immune reactivity to numerous regions of myelin, which can fluctuate dramatically over time. Such fluctuation could hamper the efficacy of antigen-based therapies for MS.